Post Centennial Planning Coordinator (POC)

Serve as a member of the Post Board for a 2 year commitment.

Primary Responsibility: Coordinate a local Post celebration or event of something special that the post accomplished that contributed to SAME’s mission or national security in the past 100 years. The intent is to highlight something that the Post has done locally during SAME’s first century.

Examples:
Industry Government Engagement programs
Collaboration on or contribution to a significant local A/E/C project(s)
OTHERS?

Coordinate with the national Centennial TF (CTF) for post support of JETC 2020
Examples:
Provide centennial volunteers at JETC
 Provision of the post flag

Coordinate with the CTF for support of phase III: Virtual reenactment of the Eisenhower convoy
https://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/research/online_documents/1919_convoy.html

Includes:
- Coordinating the “convoy” schedule stop locally;
- Planning the convoy “stop” at a local infrastructure related contribution that our has made to America’s national security (about a 5 minute recorded interview with the SAME Post leader(s) and local partners to demonstrate our leadership in bringing stakeholders together to collaborate;
- Other coordination details required;
- Capture photos and pertinent descriptive information of all Centennial related activities for TME and for inclusion in the SAME Century Book that will be published in late 2021 after the convoy concludes at JETC 2021 in Portland.